
Dear Comrades,

We are writing to request support at this summer’s Budapest Pride that takes place on Saturday the 6th

of July. The Radical Queer Affinity Collective (RQAC) and RoR Budapest would like to collaborate with

you to create a Pink Block.

What we envision: a well organized Pink Block, made up of autonomous groups of comrades who are

well prepared and take the streets with a common tactical understanding of what we are there for.

We stand against capitalism!

Corporate political fronts are a result of lobbying efforts conducted by and for the rich, those who

substantially benefit from social and economic hierarchy. In the case of queer political fronts,

influential lobbying groups include the Human Rights Campaign (HRC) and similar liberal reformist

organizations that do not challenge authoritarian social structures. This is why less-privileged

queers—such as Trans* people, undocumented queers, refugees and queer people of color—are

all too often abandoned amidst precarity and violence by these powerful organizations’ political

moves. Such front groups are legally categorized as non-profit corporations and organized on a

mass scale, often at the national or regional level. They collaborate with political parties and other

undemocratic groups that claim to represent our struggle. They are quick to compromise and

always appeal to the state rather than admit that nobody can represent us but ourselves. We say

NO! to corporate-capitalist exploitation of LGBTQIAA politics!

We are unwaveringly anti-fascist!

Hungary has some of the most powerful extreme right groups in Europe. They are not just in

parliament, but everywhere on the streets. They spread violence, from everyday harassment and

aggressions to mass mobilizations against Pride. Since a few years, the march has always been

attacked by neo-nazis, and so the police had to ‘secure’ the Pride route with several rows of fences,

sealing off almost the entire centre for the whole day. This situation adds to the general antipathy

of the population towards this event. Instead of seeing the neo-nazi violent behaviour as the

source of this disruption, people blame the Pride. We protest against this massive securitization of

the march, which acts in our disadvantage more than helps us. We want to stand against the

extreme right every day – not just once per year, openly in the streets, not behind a police fence!

The neo-nazis are not only a threat for us, but their violence affects all social communities which do

not adhere to their ‘norms’. We stand in solidarity with these communities, and ask for a common

front against fascism in Hungary and everywhere else. Our anti-fascism does not emerge from the

liberal fear of conflict and ‘extreme’ positions; it comes from our hearts, from our solidarity with

those who struggle against neo-nazis every day, and especially from our belief that the system that

encourages heteronormativity, sexism, patriarchy, domestic violence and exploitation is the same

system that encourages and benefits from the rise of the extreme right. The Pink Block stands

firmly against the extreme right!



We unite against racism and homonationalism!

In the face of rising neo-nazi extremism, as well as state racism complicit with the far-right groups

who threaten and attack Roma community in Hungary, we want to unite against racism. We are

anti-nationalist, so that we reject any national symbols (of any nationality) in the landscape of the

Pride, because we believe that homonationalism crucially links to the racist tactics of the state. We

oppose the strategy of the mainstream LG(BT) movement that seeks acceptance in the society  as

good citizens, as good consumers, as good taxpayers on the expense of excluding unregistered

queers, queers with disabilities, working class queers, homeless queers, poor queers, asexual

queers and those who do not conform to the norms in other ways. In a larger context and a long

term perspective, we refuse the pinkwashing-style politics where the Pride is being

instrumentalized as a “civilizing” landmark for many Eastern and Central European countries, and

becoming  a one-time show off event without enough attention paid to structural and everyday

problems of the LGBTQIAA community. We want to speak out loud about racism and other kinds of

discrimination within the LGBT movement in Hungary.

We march in solidarity with …

trans*, queer, bisexual, and asexual people; lesbians, women, immigrants, Roma, undocumented

workers, those experiencing poverty and/or homelessness, activists, people with disabilities and

protesters who experience oppression and violence, like our comrades in Turkey, Georgia, Ukraine,

Russia, Palestine, and particularly those who get persistently silenced within the LGBT movement.

Even before RoR Budapest began, RoR Vienna came in large numbers to support us. The antifa

presence was sustained further with bus loads of activists from other neighboring communities. We

initiated a Pink Block for the first time two years ago after a quintessentially fucked-up incident made

it all the more clear how gay male-centric the Pride organizing community was and how racist,

transphobic  and classist discrimination were not being sufficiently addressed. Since then many things

have changed in the Pride organizing. Given the current political situation in Hungary and the need to

tackle many problems and exclusions  still present in the LGBTQIAA community, we call on you this

year again to help us stand against capitalism, fascism, homonationalism, and racism.

For Budapest Pride 2013, we invite you to an important meeting on Friday, July 5th at 18.00 (write to

fork@riseup.net for more details) to make banners, but most importantly to share ideas on how to be

strategically visible within a Pride event to express our ideas about the most pressing political issues

that crucially affect many people’s everyday lives.

In Solidarity,


